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Finally, a gift guide you can hand directly to Santa. 

Whether you are a foodie yourself, or you are shopping 
for the food-loving friend or family member in your life, 
this gift guide is based on suggestions from nearly 30 
Chicago Food Bloggers, covering a wide variety of gift 
ideas, from kitchen gadgets and edible treats to local 
gift certificates and even a few non-food suggestions.

Whether it’s already a blogger favorite or at the top of 
their wish list this year, the ideas in this guide come 
from some of Chicago’s most passionate food lovers. 
We’re certain you’ll find some holiday gift inspiration in 
the over 100 pages ahead -- and maybe even a little 
something for yourself. 

But most importantly, we hope you have a wonderful 
holiday season and wish you many delicious experi-
ences in 2014!

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

FOUNDER
CHICAGO FOOD BLOGGERS

MIKE K.
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SENSUAL APPEAL
sensualappealblog.com

KAMILA G.

CHICAGO FOODIE GIRL
chicagofoodiegirl.com

STARR N.

DINNER WAS DELICIOUS
dinnerwasdelicious.com

RACHEL AND LUCY

THE GHOST GUEST
theghostguest.com

AMANDA T.

PASTORALIST
thepastoralist.com

BRANDY P.

BUNNY AND BRANDY’S 
BRUNCHTIME BLOG
bunnyandbrandy.com

BUNNY AND BRANDY

MEET THE
BLOGGERS

CHOWCHOW & SOUL
chowchowandsoul.com

CHARLA D.

GLUTEN FREE BLOG
glutenfreeblog.com

KIM K.

FELT LIKE A FOODIE
feltlikeafoodie.com

BARB F.

Chicago Food Bloggers was founded this past June as a database and re-
source for Chicago-based bloggers who write about food, recipes, restaurants, 
wine, cocktails, health and nutrition, markets, food policy, and other aspects of 
food culture. We provide a way for bloggers to reach new readers while con-
necting with each other online and in-person.

We are over 100 bloggers strong, comprising writers from the city, suburbs, and 
Northwest Indiana. Any blogger from the Chicago-land area is welcome to join 
at chicagofoodbloggers.com/join.  

The gifts in this guide were contributed by members of Chicago Food Bloggers 
in November. Merchant suggestions are taken directly from the blogger when-
ever possible. Prices were current as of the date this guide was published.
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CREATELIVE
createliveblog.com

CARLY T.

THE SIDEDISH
cookingblog.partiesthatcook.com/

BIBBY G.

ROSIE DISCOVERS
rosiediscovers.com

ALISON G.

KITCHEN NOMAD
kitchennomad.com

LIZZY D.

ALICIA TASTES LIFE
aliciatasteslife.wordpress.com

ALICIA L.

YEAST OF EDEN
aliciatasteslife.wordpress.com

CETH J.

FRESH AND FOODIE
freshandfoodie.com

BOBBI B.

TASTE SAVANT
blog.tastesavant.com

SHELBY B.

HEALTHY FIT GODDESS
healthyfitgoddess.com

LENKA K.

THE ROAMING GASTROGNOME
theroaminggastrognome.com

PETER A.

MY HOMESPUN HOME
myhomespunhome.wordpress.com

CHRISTINA B.

A SQUARED
aasquaredblog.com

ANNE C.

THE CHOPPING BLOG
thechoppingblog.com

ANDREA M.

THE KITTCHEN 
thekittchen.com

KIT G.

I’M FULL CHICAGO
imfullchicago.com

LINDSAY K.

THE REBECCAMENDATIONS
rebeccammendations.com

REBECCA O.

CHI ORGANIC GIRLS
chiorganicgirls.com

MON AND KAT

EAT THE BURBS
eattheburbs.com

RACHEL
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TASTY 
TREATS



AMERICAN SPOON
spoon.com | various prices

I love every single product I have tried from American Spoon. The 
company is based in Michigan and creates artisan-quality pre-
serves, sauces, salsas, mustards, and more using local produce 
and ingredients. Their products are super high quality and are 
packaged beautifully -- on their own or in a gift basket. They offer 
some great assortments like The Entertainer gift box, but also offer 
great deals allowing you to create your own gift pack too.

ANNE C.

Try the Michigan Maple Cream. Spreadably pure maple syrup? 
A-mah-zing!

STARR N.
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HANDCRAFTED CULINARY GIFTS FROM WORLD VISION
worldvision.org | various prices

World Vision brings together the beauty of  a handmade gift with 
the spirit of  the season by donating all profits to various charities 
around the world that help impoverished families. Our personal fa-
vorite is the Fair Trade Coffee Set, which comes with a bag of  whole 
roasted beans from Ethiopia, Sumatra, and Costa Rica; a beautiful 
African cloth bag; and a handcarved olive wood scoop. There’s also 
the Prosperity Cinnamon box, a hand carved wooden box marked 
with a symbol to represent prosperity in the new year and filled 
with authentic cinnamon from Vietnam.

BUNNY AND BRANDY

CHILE CRUNCH
chilecrunch.com | $10.50

I gave Chile Crunch out as a holiday party favor last year, and it was a huge 
hit. This versatile condiment adds fantastic layers of  flavor and texture to 
practically anything! You can read numerous rave reviews AND order your 
jar(s) right on the Chile Crunch website.

BIBBY G.
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GIFTS FROM HOTCHOCOLATE
hotchocolatechicago.com | $6+

Whether it is a casual lunch, a leisurely weekend brunch, a delight-
ful dinner or a late night dessert rendezvous, HotChocolate contin-
ues to be one of  Chicago’s most unique dining destinations.

Choose from a gift card to the restaurant or a gift pack, like the 
Dark HotChocolate Blend with homemade marshmallows.

MON AND KAT
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MAST BROTHERS ORIGIN COLLECTION
mastbrothers.com | $40

Mast Brothers has put together a series of  5 perfect deeply dark 
chocolates crafted to bring out the unique character of  each bar’s 
primary bean. Our favorite is the Madagascar; it starts with bright, 
red, juicy berry top notes and ends with a leathery, tannic finish. 
The bars are ideal as a set but, with their pretty, modern wrap-
ping, each individual bar makes a great cheap gift for your favorite 
graphic design nerds.

RACHEL AND LUCY
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INNAJAM ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
innajam.com | $66-$264

Jam is pretty much the perfect hostess gift; perfect for tonight’s cheese 
plate or PBJs to nurse tomorrow’s inevitable hangover. Dafna Kory of  In-
naJam cranks out some of  the best preserves we’ve ever tasted with her 
amazing team from fruit grown within 150 miles of  her jam kitchen. The 
annual subscriptions are an easy way to make folks remember to invite 
you back for dinner. We’re obsessed with the Hungarian Pepper, Tayberry, 
and Lorna Apricot!

RACHEL AND LUCY
Perfect gift for anyone who loves savory food. I have used this on popcorn 
and salads and it is delicious and adds another level of  rich truffle taste.

ALICIA L.

TRUFFLE& SICILIAN SALT
sabatinostore.com | $24
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BESH BOX
beshbox.com | $55+

I went to school in New Orleans and will forever love the city. John 
Besh represents the top of  many talented chefs in New Orleans. 
He’s now putting out the BeshBox. It’s a culinary kit curated by 
Chef  Besh and includes recipes, tools, and special ingredients to 
make a one-of-a-kind home-cooked meal.

SHELBY B.
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Spices are also good stocking stuffers and this truffle salt is on my gift list 
every year. You get to add truffle flavor and season your dish all at once. A 
must for gravies, mushroom sauces, and ragus. Takes things to a different 
level!

SELEZIONE TARTUFI, TRUFFLE SALT
amazon.com | $18.09

PETER A.
I served coconut jam at my last holiday party, and everyone loved it! The 
perfect mix of  sweet and savory, coconut jam is a great addition to your 
holiday antipasti platter.

BIBBY G.

COCONUT JAM
surlatable.com | $11.95
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VOSGES CHOCOLATES
vosgeschocolate.com | various prices

This is the ultimate advent calendar! Filled with exquisite Vosges 
caramels, toffees, and chocolate bars -- I’ve coveted this for years. 
I’ve never bought it for myself, but I’ve tried nearly all the choco-
lates included. What’s better than counting down the holidays than 
with chocolate?!

LIZZY D.

Vosges Chocolates offers a variety of  holiday gift packages, from 
Bapchi’s Caramel Toffee in a holiday box to the Holiday Mini Exotic 
Chocolate Bar Library. Or try the Piper Heidsieck Brut Rose Cham-
pagne & Exotic Truffles.

MON AND KATE

VOSGES ADVENT CALENDAR
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ENGLISH MEATS FROM SPENCER’S JOLLY POSH
spencerfoods.com | various prices

Sometimes you just need a banger for Christmas. Spencer’s Jolly 
Posh has Anglophiles and ex-pats covered with their selection of  
authentic English delights, including Traditional Pork Bangers, 
Pork & Herb Bangers, Pork Chipolatas, Back-Bacon, Black Pud-
ding, and White Pudding. They ship frozen all over the USA, or 
you can pick them up in person at their location at Southport and 
Irving Park.

BUNNY AND BRANDY
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HOLIDAY INDIE GIFT COLLECTIONS
mouth.com | $85

We know shopping for gifts this time of  year can be stressful. Clients, 
mom, your cousin, the kids. Oy, the lists! Did you get everything done?

We’ve tried to make it as easy as possible for you, with these curated 
collections of  festive indie food at every level of  giving. Nibble. Bite. 
Mouthful. A little savory, a little sweet, and totally delicious, they’re 
guaranteed to put a smile on the face of  every recipient.

ALICIA L.
TEA-FILLED GIFT TAGS

davidstea.com | $8.50

Perhaps cheaper than a holiday card from Walgreens, and much 
more functional. These gift tags infuse your gift with a little per-
sonalization -- and tea-bags to use after the gift wrap is recycled. 
They’re so cheery and cute! Pick them up with some seasonally 
delicious teas at the Wicker Park or Lincoln Park locations.

REBECCA O.
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CHICAGO
EATS



32

BINNY’S GIFT CARDS
binnys.com | various prices

This one is pretty self-explanatory.
BOBBI B.

LETTUCE ENTERTAIN YOU GIFT CARDS
leye.com/gift-cards | various prices

Gifting for the Chicago food lover or someone who doesn’t want to 
cook? For every $100 in Lettuce Entertain You restaurant gift cards 
you purchase before December 30, you’ll receive a $25 bonus cer-
tificate for you!

REBECCA O.

Lettuce Entertain You Gift Cards are a great gift because they cover 
so many good quality restaurants. It’s perfect for the person that 
you can’t quite figure out what would be best. Everyone can enjoy a 
LEYE dinner. Did I mention during the holiday season you get $25 
in Gift Cards for every $100 spent?

SHELBY B.
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LOU MALNATI’S PIZZA/TASTES OF CHICAGO
tastesofchicago.com | various prices

For former Chicagoans (or for those who just love Chicago-style 
food), Tastes of  Chicago has some awesome gift packages -- Lou 
Malnati’s pizzas, Portillo’s Italian beef  kits, Eli’s cheesecakes, Gar-
rett’s popcorn, and more. All packaged up and sent straight to the 
recipient’s home. I wouldn’t mind getting one of  these and I live in 
Chicago!

BOBBI B.

After Marc Malnati recently defended Chicago deep dish pizza on 
Jon Stewart’s The Daily Show, share the gift of  goodness that is 
Chicago deep dish pizza with friends and family, near or far. You 
can order a 2-pack, 4-pack, or 6-pack, and you or your recipient 
can bake it at home when you need a cooking break from holiday 
entertaining. Smaller gift options are also available like a Lou’s 
deep dish pizza pan, spatula, or apron.

REBECCA O.
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CHOPPING BLOCK GIFT CARD

At Taste Savant, we love eating out and cooking. The Chopping 
Block is the best when it comes to cooking classes. I’ve attended 
classes before and loved what I learned each time. With locations 
in the Merchandise Mart and Lincoln Square, the classes are easy 
to get to, at perfect times, and cover many cuisines.

choppingblock.net | various prices

SHELBY B.

ALSO RECOMMENDED BY

REBECCA O. ANDREA M.MON AND KAT PETER A.
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If  you love pie, love supporting local businesses, and love local 
and seasonal cooking, this is THE book to have. I had seen Hoosier 
Mama and their dedicated followers around for years at farmers 
markets and local events, but bought their cookbook this summer 
on a whim and it’s been one of  best cookbook investments I’ve 
made.

HOOSIER MAMA BOOK OF PIE
amazon.com | $22.54

CHRISTINA B.
America’s veggie diner has been “meat-free since ‘83.” We rec-
ommend the just-released Chicago Diner Cookbook. Pair it with a 
Chicago Diner gift card.

CHICAGO DINER COOKBOOK
thechicagodiner.com | $15.06

MON AND KAT
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BRUNCH GIFT BASKET FROM SOUTHPORT GROCERY
southportgrocery.com | $65

Sometimes it’s hard to get Bunny and Brandy out the door for 
some brunch in the winter time. This is why a gift basket like this 
comes in handy! Not only does it come complete with a bag of  
Southport Grocery’s famous Bread Pudding Pancake Mix, you also 
get scone mixes, vanilla vinaigrette, fruit preserve and granola, Jo 
Snow syrup for your coffee, and Metropolis Coffee Southport Gro-
cery blend. You can buy the gift basket in person at their location 
on Southport and Addison or online.

BUNNY AND BRANDY
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CHICAGO HONEY CO-OP BEEKEEPING CLASS
chicagohoneycoop.com | $78+

For your friend who has always wanted to tend bees but needs a 
push to get started. Chicago Honey Co-op is a great local business 
that offers classes in early January. Make beekeeping a New Year’s 
resolution? I think yes!

SHELBY B.
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BERRYMOON GIFT CERTIFICATE
berry-moon.com | various prices

Berrymoon Frozen Yogurt is made with the highest quality ingre-
dients, and our secret recipe was specially blended for a smooth 
and creamy taste.

At Berrymoon we craft our frozen yogurt with one of  the highest 
beneficial live natural yogurt cultures.

MON AND KAT

TERRY’S TOFFEE
terrystoffee.com | $8.99

STARR N.
Everything from Terry’s is delicious; I’m particularly fond of  the 
Lavenilla, Chai-cago Spice, and the Peppermint Pistachio Crunch 
varieties. Plus, Terry’s is an awesome Chicago-based business!
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GIFTS FROM PARTIES THAT COOK
partiesthatcook.com | various prices

Cooking classes are great for beginners and foodies who know their 
way around the kitchen! Gift certificates offer flexibility if  you don’t 
know the recipient’s schedule. Parties That Cook offers classes in 
Chicago throughout the year, and gift certificates don’t expire. And 
More Sumptuous Small Plates is a collection of  30 of  our favorite 
recipes from Parties That Cook corporate events, private cooking 
parties and public cooking classes over the years. It makes a great 
holiday gift, stocking-stuffer or hostess gift -- complete with enter-
taining tips!

BIBBY G.
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THAT’S
ENTERTAINING



CHANCELLOR SMALL ROUND CHEESE BOARD
potterybarn.com | $69

This elegant cheese board has a marble insert that can be chilled 
to keep cheese cold.

KIT G.
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Fishs Eddy is such a great store! This New York City-
based store specializes in fun and eclectic dishware 
and glassware. Their patterns are nontraditional and a 
lot of  them are very New York City-centric. I’m a huge 
fan of  this polka dot pattern -- these pieces are the 
perfect way to spice up any boring set of  white or solid 
colored dishware!

FISHS EDDY POLKA DOT DINNERWARE
fishseddy.com | $3.95-$32

ANNE C.
With Spotify Premium, you basically have access to 
every song you could want, so you can make the per-
fect playlist for your holiday party. And there’s at least 
a million premade playlists if  you’re lazy.

SPOTIFY PREMIUM
spotify.com | $9.99

MIKE K.
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SLATE CHEESE BOARD SET
vivaterra.com | $69

Slate boards make great vehicles for serving cheeses -- they’re rus-
tic, modern, and chalk-friendly so you can label the cheese right on 
the board. This board comes as part of  a set along with two cheese 
knives, so it’s perfect for gifting.

ANNE C.
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MADE BY
CHICAGO FOOD 
BLOGGERS



PHOTOGRAPHY BY KAMILA GORNIA
kamila-gornia.artistwebsites.com | $67-$385

Kamila is a self-taught fine art photographer specializing in cre-
ative, conceptual, event, and food photography. She’s also a Chi-
cago Food Blogger, writing about living a delicious, mindful, and 
happy life at her blog, Sensual Appeal.

KAMILA G.

CHICAGO RIVER AT DUSK
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GLUTEN FREE PASSPORT GIFTS
glutenfreepassport.com | various prices

Gluten Free Passport’s collection of  books, ebooks, and apps is dedicated 
to improving the quality of  life for those living with and catering to celiac/
coeliac disease, gluten sensitivities, food allergies & special diets.The new 
edition of  the Let’s Eat Out Around the World Gluten Free And Allergy Free 
book or ebook will help anyone managing gluten free diets or food allergies 
safely eat in any restaurant at home or abroad. And it’s co-written by Gluten 
Free Passport co-founder and Chicago Food Blogger Kim Koeller.

KIM K.
An ebook with recipes for single serving recipes that are healthy yet 
delicious. Inexpensive and awesome resource from Chicago Food 
Blogger Kamila Gornia.

HEALTHY & DELICIOUS SINGLE SERVING RECIPES
sensualappealblog.com | $7.99

KAMILA G.
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THE GOURMET GRILLED CHEESE COOKBOOK
amazon.com | $5.49-$20

KIT G.
I might be biased since I wrote it, but it is a great holiday gift. 
The Gourmet Grilled Cheese Cookbook is a creative exploration of  
America’s favorite comfort food. This recipe collection includes 20 
recipes for grilled cheese that transform the humble sandwich into 
a gourmet meal. Each recipe is beautifully photographed and has 
easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions.
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IN THE 
KITCHEN



TARTELLA PAPER & TEXTILE KITCHENWARES
tartella.com | various prices

Tartella is a local shop based in Evanston that makes recipe cards, cook-
book marks, kitchen prints, wine bags, tea towels, and napkins. They 
make great stocking stuffers.

ALICIA L.
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MEASURING HEDGIES
anthropologie.com | $36

Hedgehog measuring cups -- functional and totally adorable!

STARR N.
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CUISIPRO STAINLESS STEEL MEASURING 
CUP AND SPOON SET

amazon.com | $39.99

Dump those old plastic ones and go stainless steel! The etched 
measurements ensure that they won’t wash off  in the dishwasher 
after numerous uses and leave you wondering if  you’re using the 
right measurement.

CETH J.
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I could not live without my microplane! I use it for onions, nutmeg, 
and zest. Makes it so easy to always have super fresh ingredients 
in my recipes. You can buy these at any cooking supply store. Mine 
came from Sur La Table as they tend to have a huge selection of  
sizes.

MICROPLANE
us.microplane.com | various prices

ALISON G.



CHARLES VIACIN SILICONE LIDS
the chopping block | $7.95+

The Chopping Block is truly in love with our new Charles Viacin 
silicone lids, and so are our customers since we can barely keep 
them in stock! Here are 5 reasons you need these in your kitchen:
•	 The unique design fits on any smooth rimmed pot or bowl. 
•	 They can be used at high temperatures to help prevent stove-

top splatters and retain heat during cooking. 
•	 Prevent spills and help keep food fresher longer by creating air-

tight and water-tight seal.
•	 Reusable silicone means no more plastic wrap or aluminum foil 

which is better for our planet.
•	 Inspired by nature, these products are truly beautiful.

ANDREA M.
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All serious cooks need to have a least one piece of  cast iron. I’m 
still using my Lodge that my grandmother gave me years ago. It 
retains heat and can be used on the cook-top or in the oven.

CHARLA D.

LODGE CAST IRON SKILLET
lodgemfg.com | various prices

I got this at the NRA show this past May and I used it all summer 
long! The only downside to it is that you don’t get solid grill marks 
using it. But you also don’t have to use a lot of  oil, or any for that 
matter, when you cook.

COOKINA GRILLING SHEET
cookina.co | $14.99

ALISON G.
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NIELSEN-MASSEY VANILLA
kingarthurflour.com | $12.95

I absolutely love Nielsen Massey products! I’m blessed to have ac-
tually been to the factory twice now!! I can honestly say that noth-
ing compares to using their vanilla bean paste. It makes everything 
taste so much better!

ALISON G. We’ve all seen cake pop and brownie edge-only baking pans, but 
this is a fun way to create creative cupcake flavor combinations -- 
all in one cupcake! Can’t decide between chocolate or vanilla? How 
about a pumpkin and vanilla combo? The possibilities are endless.

REBECCA O.

MRS. FIELD’S HALF N’ HALF CUPCAKE PAN
mrsfields.com | $19.99
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COUNTER CULTURE FERMENTING CROCKS
counterculturepottery.com | $195

These gorgeous crocks are for your friends and family who love 
their microbial friends! Perfect for making sauerkraut, kimchi, and 
other fermented vegetable mixes. Not only looks great on the coun-
ter, but creates a perfect “water seal” to keep out bad bacteria and 
insulate good.

BRANDY P.
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VICTORIO APPLE AND POTATO PEELER
amazon.com | $36.58

This gadget is a huge time (and hand) saver when it comes to peel-
ing and slicing apples for pie or apple butter or any other dish with 
the goodness of  apples.

CETH J.

An easy to use and clean garlic press is the perfect stocking stuffer.

OXO STEEL GARLIC PRESS
surlatable.com | $20

KIT G.



ATECO MAPLE FRENCH ROLLING PIN
amazon.com | $11.96

Once you try one of  these, you will never go back to the kind with 
handles! The tapered edges give you a much smoother rolling ex-
perience. An invaluable tool for any pastry chef.

CETH J.
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Any of  your friends who can or preserve will love these stylish and 
functional jars. These are the jars they’ll keep for themselves, and 
never give away.

WECK JARS
weckjars.com | $11.65+

BRANDY P.



SWISSMAR BORNER V-SLICER PLUS MANDOLINE
amazon.com | $27.49

This is on my wish list as well. Mandolines can be very expensive 
but all you really need or want is something to slice onions and 
potatoes in a fast but uniform manner. This should do the trick and 
is very moderately priced.

PETER A.
Whether it’s their first or fiftieth knife, the Wustof  Grand Prix II 
8” Chef’s Knife has a place in every kitchen. Just like every other 
Wustof, it’s sturdy, sharp, and holds an edge, but this one’s smart 
design sets it apart. As broads with small hands, we struggled for 
a long time looking for the perfect blade. Grand Prix II’s low profile 
and smartly contoured handle make for a great fit without sacrific-
ing power or versatility. It’s an ideal gift for your favorite lady or 
teen.

WÜSTHOF GRAND PRIX II CHEF’S KNIFE
williams-sonoma.com | $89.95+

RACHEL AND LUCY
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I’m a huge coffee snob! I grind my coffee fresh everyday and al-
most always use a french press to get the best flavor out of  my 
beans. I have a 4-cup size -- it makes just the right amount for me 
and my sister to share. It also -- hands down -- makes the best pot 
of  coffee. No paper filters means you don’t lose any of  those coffee 
oils which is what makes your coffee taste so amazing.

BODUM FRENCH PRESS
bodum.com | $37

ALISON G.
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OXO GOOD GRIPS SALT AND PEPPER GRINDER
amazon.com | $39.95

Let’s face it - fresh ground pepper is just better. And if  you’ve never 
used a good pepper mill, you don’t know what you’re missing!

CETH J.



This cheese grater is very easy to use and has a compartment that 
holds the cheese.

OXO SEAL & STORE ROTARY CHEESE GRATER
surlatable.com | $17

KIT G.
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How many times do we hear chefs say, “Taste your food before you 
season it?” So I buy a couple of  sets of  espresso spoons (found 
everywhere these days) and place them in a small glass holder (a 
votive jar works great). They are great to have by the stove so you 
can taste your food without using every spoon in your silverware 
drawer.

BARB F.

TASTING SPOONS
various locations | various prices



This is the bag I’ve been waiting for to carry all my farmers mar-
ket goodies. I finally found mine at HomeGoods but you can buy 
it online. Every time I go to the farmers market with it someone 
inevitably stops me to inquire about it. It’s perfectly divided for 
large, small, heavy, and delicate items to ensure your wares aren’t 
damaged by the time you get home. The adjustable strap is per-
fect, too. 

MERCADO FARMERS’ MARKET TOTE
quirky.com | $24.99

LIZZY D.

CAKEBOX
piebox.com | $55

From the Chicago-based makers of  the PieBox comes the Cake-
Box, a raw white pine box that can carry 18 cupcakes (using the 
included inserts) or one 9-inch round cake. If  you are the type of  
person who always bring baked goods to the office, this is defi-
nitely the coolest way to do it.

MIKE K.
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KITCHEN
TECH



VITAMIX
amazon.com | $373.95+

I use my Vitamix every single day and don’t know how I ever lived 
without it. A little pricey but the person you give it to will love you 
forever.

The Vitamix has been on my wish list for quite sometime, but it is 
pricey. I have heard they have a cult following and I am dying to be 
a part of  it.

LENKA K.

LINDSAY K.
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AEROBIE AEROPRESS COFFEE AND ESPRESSO MAKER
amazon.com | $26.17

Great single serve coffee maker for the office! Stop buying Star-
bucks -- the coffee this makes is way better anyway!

CETH J.

THERMOWORKS ORIGINAL COOKING 
THERMOMETER/TIMER

amazon.com | $19

If  you make a lot of  roasts like I do then this is the best tool you 
can have to make sure your lamb, beef, chicken, or pork comes out 
perfectly cooked. Just plug in the probe, stick it into the roast, set 
the desired ‘done’ temperature, and wait for the alarm to go off. 
Great stocking stuffer for the home cook.

PETER A.
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GEFU SPIRELLI SPIRAL CUTTER
amazon.com | $12.99

Use this to make zucchini pasta and more. Super easy to use and 
makes a great stocking stuffer.

LENKA K.
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NEIGHBORWOOD IPAD STAND
the chopping block | $29.95+

Designed to hold your iPad at 15º in both portrait and landscape 
orientation, the iPad Kitchen Stand frees your hands while you 
cook. Just like NeighborWood’s popular cutting boards, they are 
made from local fallen urban trees, or trees removed by cities be-
cause of  storm damage or safety reasons. The trees are gathered 
locally, milled and dried locally, and sold within specific geograph-
ic regions, allowing NeighborWood to keep carbon emissions as 
low as possible. 

ANDREA M.

CUISINART SMART STICK STAINLESS STEEL 
IMMERSION BLENDER & CHOPPER

surlatable.com | $59.95

This is my favorite all-purpose kitchen tool. It’s small and easy to 
store, clean, and assemble. The immersion attachment is great 
for pureeing large batches of  soups and sauces (so that you don’t 
have to pull out your blender). The mini-chopper is perfect for mak-
ing smaller batches of  pesto and salsa and for chopping nuts (so 
that you don’t have to get out your big food processor).

ANNE C.
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KEURIG YELLOW MINI BREWER
amazon.com | $99.99

I love the Keurig mini brewer because it is affordable and comes 
in bright colors. I like that you can make individual cups of  coffee 
in all different flavors and not have to waste the leftovers from a 
whole pot.

LINDSAY K.
This revolutionary food chopper accomplishes a food processor’s 
principal function of  chopping and mincing without having to haul 
out the big machine. The easy-to-pull handle and rotary blades 
are powerful enough to chop or mince vegetables, fruits, herbs, 
cheese, nuts, chocolate, cooked meats, and bread. The stainless-
steel blade are all dishwasher-safe. Comes with a protective sleeve 
that slips over blades to store safely.

ANDREA M.

ROTOMAC CHOPPER
the chopping block | $18.95
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It’s a juicer -- what’s not to love? You can press nuts for milk and 
have less waste when juicing fruits and vegetables. I haven’t used 
this one yet, but it is on my list of  DREAM gadgets.

OMEGA VRT350 JUICER
omegajuicers.com | $379.99

RACHEL
For years I’ve proudly owned and put to good use my KitchenAid 
mixer. However, this workhorse is bigger and better. With a 7-quart 
capacity, it can handle double or triple batches of  holiday baking. 

KITCHENAID PRO LINE 7-QT STAND MIXER
williams-sonoma.com | $549.95

LIZZY D.
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READ THIS



Great cooking goes beyond following a recipe -- it’s knowing how to 
season ingredients to coax the greatest possible flavor from them. 
Drawing on dozens of  leading chefs’ combined experience in top 
restaurants across the country, Karen Page and Andrew Dornen-
burg present the definitive guide to creating “deliciousness” in any 
dish.

THE FLAVOR BIBLE
amazon.com | $26.25

ALICIA L.
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HOT DOUG’S: THE BOOK
hotdougs.com | $24.95

Hot Doug’s is not just a Chicago thing, it’s a stop on many food-
obsessed visits to Chicago. You can now re-create some of  Hot 
Doug’s best at home with his cookbook.

SHELBY B.
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Full of  great recipes that have been fully tested, handy tips, equip-
ment, and ingredient reviews. A great place to start for any home 
cook.

COOK’S ILLUSTRATED
cooksillustrated.com | $24.95

CETH J.
Lucky Peach is the ultimate in food culture and writing. David Chang 
of  the Momofuko dynasty founded this independent quarterly jour-
nal. Keeping up with the publication will impress your most foodi-
est of  friends. Cool. Hip. Different.

LUCKY PEACH
lky.ph | $28

SHELBY B.
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KINFOLK
kinfolk.com | $60

Gorgeously photographed with an artisan feel to the recipes, this 
is a foodie’s magazine. The focus is small gatherings and looking 
through the content you can picture yourself  sitting at the table 
surrounded by friends breaking bread. Available on the Kinfolk 
website, a full-year subscription also provides full access to the 
digital version via iTunes. 

LIZZY D.
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This book isn’t just one of  the best-looking in my collection, but 
one of  the most delicious, with recipes inspired by cold-climate 
countries like Russia and Switzerland. Try the Herbed Pretzels 
with Honey-Glazed Ham and Mustard Butter or Lawson’s version 
of  Chicken Paprikash.

SNOWFLAKES AND SCHNAPPS
amazon.com | $23.12

MIKE K.
This is one of  my go-to cookbooks for healthy and flavorful reci-
pes. All of  her recipes are approachable and use fresh and healthy 
ingredients -- I’m an especially big fan of  Marden’s pasta and veg-
etable recipes.

MODERN MEDITERRANEAN
barnesandnoble.com | $24.81

ANNE C.
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In my opinion, Ina Garten aka the Barefoot Contessa can do no 
wrong. I love the Barefoot Contessa cookbooks because the reci-
pes are easy and practical and they come out perfect every time. 
Garten also gives great entertaining tips and modification advice 
in each book.

BAREFOOT CONTESSA FOOLPROOF
barefootcontessa.com | $35

LINDSAY K.
This cookbook was one of  the first ones I bought for myself, right 
after buying it as a Christmas gift for someone else! Just had to 
have it. The recipes aren’t complicated and Bourdain really breaks 
things down (with that witty style of  his) into simplified terms 
which are easy to follow. Even after almost 10 years it’s still a cook-
book I constantly find myself  turning to for inspiration or ideas for 
a Sunday dinner.

ANTHONY BOURDAIN’S LES HALLES COOKBOOK
amazon.com | $30.38

PETER A.
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Chef  Amber Shea’s cookbook is perfect for anyone that is inter-
ested in, but unfamiliar with, a raw food diet.

PRACTICALLY RAW
amazon.com | $9.99

LENKY K.
I have tons of  cookbooks, but this is the only one I ever use. From 
recipes to cooking tips, this book literally contains everything -- 
just like the title implies. I’m partial to the hard cover, but it’s also 
available digitally as an iPad app.

HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING
howtocookeverything.com | $28

BOBBY B.
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DRINK
UP



Because who “doesn’t” need a unicorn 
bottle opener?!

SCREWNICORN
store.gama-go.com | $18

STARR N.
An iPhone case that doubles as a flask; it carries 5 oz of  your fa-
vorite beverage. If  you are a beer drinker, the case is also a bottle 
opener!

IFLASK
goiflask.com | $29.95

RACHEL
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MOLECULE-R HOME MOLECULAR GASTRONOMY KITS
molecule-r.com | $29.95+

The only thing that can make holiday cooking even more fun is to 
turn it into a science experiement! Molecule-R kits make it easy to 
plate your creations like the most expensive restaurants in town, 
turning anything and everything into foams, gels, or spheres. There 
are also several specialized cocktail kits that will really impress 
your guests with a variety of  extra special holiday beverages.

BUNNY AND BRANDY
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WHIMSY ANIMAL CORKSCREW
redenvelope.com | $29.99+

How cute are these animal wine openers? Not only are they stylish, 
but they’re functional. Beats your standard, nondescript corkscrew 
and makes a great hostess gift.

LIZZY D.
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SPIEGELAU IPA GLASSES
amazon.com | $20.06

This set of  IPA glasses are the result of  a collaboration between 
two of  the leading IPA brewers in the United States, Sam Calagione 
of  Dogfish Head and Ken Grossman of  Sierra Nevada. Spiegelau 
has created “the new standard for IPA beer glassware.” Perfect for 
any IPA-loving friend, the design of  the glassware is sure to draw 
attention. The glasses are “designed to showcase the complex and 
alluring aromatic profiles of  American ‘hop-forward’ IPA beers, 
preserve a frothy head, enhance taste and mouthfeel, and present 
a comfortably wide opening for the drinker to savor each beer.“

AMANDA T.
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LETHERBEE AUTUMNAL GIN
binnys.com | $39.99

For the second year in a row Chicago-based Letherbee has released 
an autumnal variant, and this year the flavors include smoke and 
mace. The smoke is such an unusual flavor to find in a gin, and 
while it’s apparent, it never overpowers.

MIKE K.
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BEYOND 
FOOD



WATER BLOSSOM MENORAH
amyreichertjudaica.com | $350

I saw this beautiful menorah featured on Racked Chicago last week 
and I thought it was just beautiful. I don’t typically light the meno-
rah during Hanukkah, but if  I had this one, I might start!

LINDSAY K.
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Gorgeous water-color renderings of  gems and minerals. This would 
look beautiful in any home.

GEM AND MINERAL WALL CALENDAR
leifshop.com | $28

BRANDY P.
This one isn’t a cooking product, but something I use weekly. I have 
incredibly sensitive skin and a lot of  masks don’t work for me. This 
one by Clinique is quick (5 minutes), doesn’t irritate my skin, and 
works great. Clears up blemishes overnight.

CLINIQUE TURN AROUND INSTANT FACIAL
clinique.com | $37.50

ALISON G.
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CAPRI BLUE JAR VOLCANO CANDLE
anthropologie.com | $28

This is my favorite candle. It smells clean and fresh and lasts for-
ever. I love giving and receiving it as a gift!

LINDSAY K.
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HOMEMADE
GIFTS



HOMEMADE GIFT: CRANBERRY DELIGHT 
WHITE CHOCOLATE BARK

createliveblog.com

I love this gift because it reminds me of  the Cranberry Delight bars 
at Starbucks! It is very easy to make, and requires only three ingre-
dients: white chocolate, slivered almonds, and dried cranberries! 
Add a cute glass jar and you’ve got a festive and delicious holiday 
treat that will please anyone!

CARLY T.
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HOMEMADE GIFT: LEMON SAGE CURD
savorysimple.net

Why not make your own gifts this holiday season? I’ve been eyeing 
this recipe for Lemon Sage Curd from Savory Simple. It’s the per-
fect wintery spread for biscuits or homemade bread.

BRANDY P.
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
FROM CHICAGO FOOD BLOGGERS
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